
Ancient Art Tour Papers



THEMES

Remember that many tour descriptions are quite general (like “Art 

Reflects the Culture”). Find a sub-theme or focus within that general 

theme to really tie together those 8 objects.

Faces from the Ancient Past

Power of Real and Spiritual Women of the Ancient World

Engaging Art but Ruled by Conventions

Looking Good: Dead or Alive! 

A Feast for the Eyes: Vessels and rituals surrounding food and drink

Happy Hour with the Ancients

Human and Animal Connection in the Ancient World



Introductions and Conclusions

In the Introduction, remember to include the museum rules. 

Good conclusions give a brief summary of what you 

covered, again relating to the theme. Thank them for visiting 

and ask them to come back—and always remind them it is 

FREE.



Transitions

Refer to the Transition sample worksheet to review the different 

types of transitions. Remember to mention your first object, 

briefly summarizing what you covered and relating to your 

theme, before transitioning to the next object.

We’ve just looked at…(related to our theme)…AND 

Now we are going to see…(do not be afraid of mentioning the 

next culture you’ll be covering)…(relate to the theme).

If there is going to be a big contrast between the objects, give the 

viewers a “heads-up” that they will be seeing a big difference.



Questions
Overall, we noticed a big improvement in the variety of questions asked!

If you come up with more than 3 to 4 questions, remember you will not be able to 

include all those on the tour, though!

Avoid asking “yes/no” questions. Use “How” or “What”…example, “Do you see 

animals in this object?” to “What animals do you see in this object?”

If you ask them to start with “describing what you see,” direct the viewers to 

those aspects of the object that relate to your theme…for example, “Look closely 

at the clothing these people are wearing, and describe what you see.”

For interpretive questions, avoid asking visitors to interpret something 

they can not see or know. Give them the pertinent information that 

will lead to a more informed discussion.



Key Points
Great improvement in supplying well-researched key points for objects!

Be cautious as you develop tours to only reference those points that tie to 

your theme.



Tour Organization
Remember how much distance there is between galleries…



Great job!! And now you are set 

to give a tour…
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